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Abstract

Background—Despite the widespread use of computerised perimetry the diagnosis of visual field deterioration in following glaucoma patients over time remains particularly difficult. A new method of analysis using a novel graphical display of longitudinal field data is presented.

Methods—A linear regression model of the luminance sensitivity at each stimulus location against time of follow-up transforms the quantitative data from a series of fields into a colour coded form which illustrates the spatial configuration of change to aid the interpretation of field loss. The method of analysis and the developed computer software (PROGRESSOR) is described. Comparison with STATPAC-2 glaucoma change probability analysis is given including levels of agreement between the techniques using series of fields of 10 eyes from patients with normal tension glaucoma.

Results—Examples of this new method compare well with STATPAC-2 analysis. The level of agreement between the techniques to separate progressing from stable retinal locations is good (kappa=0.62; SE=0.04).

Conclusions—This new technique, which combines the change in perimetric sensitivity over time with colour coding of significant change into one image may provide an efficient method to detect true progression in glaucomatous field loss.

(Br J Ophthalmol 1996; 80: 40–48)

Inspecting a series of visual fields, generated by computerised perimetry for an individual eye, allows the determination of deterioration or stability. This assessment is a principal component of the analysis and monitoring of glaucomatous field loss. However, this diagnosis of progression is made difficult by the need to detect whether differences between subsequent fields are ‘real’ or merely ‘noise’ owing to patient response variability or other factors. The importance of this problematic task remains at the forefront of discussion on the definition and management of glaucoma.1–6

The need for methods to analyse extensive visual field data arises from the major development and more widespread use of computerised perimetry. Several methods have been proposed in recent years to aid the clinician in the diagnosis of true glaucomatous progression in a series of visual fields. Among those widely used are program STATPAC-2 for the Humphrey field analyser (Humphrey Instruments Inc, San Leandro, CA, USA) and the Delta program for the Octopus perimeter (Interzeag, AG Schlieren-Zurich, Switzerland). They provide a battery of statistical functions to detect and evaluate change in perimetric sensitivity. These include probability of sensitivity change of individual field locations when compared with baseline and normal reference data. Other methods using data from all of the fields within a series have been developed and used. For example, regression and trend analyses have been applied to various estimates of sensitivity of the whole and parts of the field to assess progression.9–11 Other summary measures such as the visual field coefficient to compare progression between different treatment groups,12 sensitivity losses for the whole field and for quadrants,13 regression analysis of the mean defect value,14 and the rate of sensitivity loss and the number of locations which deteriorated have been used.15

The variability in threshold measurements and the methods based on summary estimates of the field as a whole or in part can frequently mask or falsely suggest progression especially when a small number of examinations are evaluated. For example, STATPAC-2 provides large numbers of locations in the probability change plots which indicate change for one field which are not sustained for the subsequent field. Moreover, constituent factors of field progression such as enlargement of existing scotomas, increased depth of defect, and appearance of new scotomas seem to vary for different subjects.1–16 Also, certain regions of the visual field may deteriorate at different rates.11 17 18

In response to these outlined difficulties, analysis of the change in sensitivity at individual stimulus locations has recently been investigated. These pointwise methods include analysis of serial visual fields, using order of examination in conjunction with a mathematical model of the surface of the field,19 20 and linear regression of the sensitivity at individual stimulus points against time of follow up.21–23 This latter technique has been shown to describe field loss masked by merely monitoring summary measures of field sensitivity.24 Moreover, a pointwise linear regression analysis of this type may provide a good prediction of future field status.25

The location of progression within the visual field has become of greater interest as this may provide indications of the spatial distribution of the pathology. Visualising the spatial locations of progression has been particularly difficult in previous methods for detecting progression of visual field loss as it requires inspection of a long series of fields to determine sensitivity loss combined with a separate series showing statistical significance and then appreciating their spatial relations within the visual field.
We have developed a new method for analysing serial visual field data implemented by a software package called PROGRESSOR. This takes advantage of a pointwise linear regression analysis of luminance sensitivity values (decibels, dB) against time of follow up and uses all the data from all the fields within a series of examinations. It combines this analysis with a new form of graphical display which allows detailed inspection of the spatial and temporal characteristics of field loss in one colour coded figure. The software is used on a standard personal computer and provides database facilities with checks of data validity and visual field management. The programs have been tested extensively and used on hospital databases which consist of many thousands of patient visual fields. They have proved helpful in automating large parts of the analysis and in presenting the results in a form which is visually and intuitively easy to understand and interpret and to help detect significant progression of visual field loss.

In this paper we describe the PROGRESSOR software package including the data management facility. We also demonstrate the methodology that underpins the analysis of change in perimetric sensitivity and illustrate with patient examples. Moreover, the level of agreement between the pointwise linear regression method implemented by PROGRESSOR and the glaucoma change probability analysis from STATPAC-2 is assessed. The agreement between the techniques to separate progressing from stable retinal locations is examined using series of fields from a sample of normal tension glaucoma patients.

**Materials and methods**

The programs are divided into several parts:

1. preparation and maintenance of the patient visual field database
2. checks of the database for internal consistency and errors
3. displays of results of each visual field with numerical values, grey scales, and summary graphs of reliability indices
4. statistical analysis of sequences of visual field results with graphical presentation and colour coding for significant progression
5. summary reports, histogram plots, and comparison of results of patient groups.

The initial stage is the formation of the visual field database on the PC. This is done by transferring the Humphrey field analyser (HFA) visual field results to the PC hard disk directly from the HFA to the PC via a serial communications line or by reading the HFA floppy disk directly. Each patient's series of visual fields is grouped for easy access and patient groups can be further organised into divisions such as ocular hypertensive, normal tension glaucoma, or other selected groupings. When reviewing the results a patient group is selected and PROGRESSOR then collects together all the patient names which are in this group for display. The individual patient results are then available for viewing. The patient name is displayed along with full information about the visual fields.

The first time the database is formed, the program organises the visual field data into a unique patient group for each patient, to be held on the database. This preparation of the database is done largely automatically except when adding a new patient to the database for which a new unique patient identifier is created. Subsequently, the database management program provides extensive additional checks before analysis. Each unique patient identifier is checked for internal consistency.
Once the database has been checked, patient visual field results can be reviewed. The date is selected for the field to be examined. When an indicator marker is positioned at the appropriate visual field date, the results can be viewed. This gives information about the test conditions, the numeric threshold values in dB units with the repeated measurements in parentheses, and a grey scale of the visual field results. The entire sequence of visual field results for that patient can easily be reviewed in this way, the results of the regression analysis can be viewed, or other patients’ results can be selected.

**PROGRESSOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Analysis of the entire sequence of visual fields can be made either for an individual patient or automatically for an entire patient group. Automatic analysis is useful for a large database since the calculations may take some time and automatic processing can proceed without supervision to generate the completed analysis for later review.

If patients have undergone testing with different stimulus sizes, then the program will automatically analyse each stimulus size sequence separately. These programs have been designed primarily for use with the HFA 30-2, 24-2, 30-1, and 24-1 program visual fields. When visual field sequences include both 30-2 and 24-2 results, these are automatically combined to make use of all the available data in the analysis.

The program will access the database, display all the unique patient names, recall all the patient visual fields, and display them as shown in Figure 1A. The type of display or analysis can be altered and the following refers to the default settings. The patient name is printed on the top left and the dates of testing are printed in a column on the top right. These are printed as visual field number, date, eye (R/L), foveal threshold, and time in months from the first visual field (for the hard copy plotter outputs only). The 30-2 visual field locations are maintained in the display and the foveal thresholds and global indices are shown in the top right of the image represented by bars where the length of the bar is proportional to a reference value minus the measured threshold value. A very short bar is nearly normal while a bar of increasing length (going downwards) represents greater sensitivity loss at that visual field location. A calibration marker for 30 dB is shown on the lower left of the image. At each visual field location the series of bars represents the measured values at the different test dates going from left to right. The separation between bars can be selected for equal spacing or as proportional to time. The scale for time is at the lower left of the figure. In this example the measurements were made at approximately 3 month intervals and the display selected uses equal (unitary) spacing between the bars. However, the statistical analysis uses the actual time scale. It can be seen that thresholds are nearly normal throughout the inferior field while in the
superior field in an area extending from the blind spot to the nasal field there is evidence of visual field loss.

The program applies linear regression analysis to each of the individual field locations to determine whether there is statistically significant progression. (At visual field locations which have repeated measurements the mean of these is used.) Beginning with the third field and sequentially adding subsequent fields linear regression provides values for the slope, or rate of change (dB/years), by least squares fit. The statistical significance of the critical value of the slope (the magnitude divided by the standard error of the fit) is also generated. Colour coding is now introduced to indicate visually the results of the statistical significance of the fitted slopes. If the slope is less than the criterion value ('flat', default value used = 0 dB loss per year) then the bar is coloured grey indicating no change. If the slope is negative (indicating loss of retinal sensitivity) with an associated p value of less than 0.01 then the bar is coloured bright red. This indicates highly significant progression. Other significant negative slopes (p<0.05 and p<0.10) are highlighted. Negative slopes at locations where the longitudinal sensitivity fluctuation is such that statistical significance is not attained are coloured yellow. Positive slopes (demonstrating improvement, possibly as a result of learning or other factors) are also represented by different colours. A bar coloured cyan indicates a non-significant improvement (p>0.05) while green indicates significant increases in sensitivity (p<0.05). A bright blue bar indicates a value excluded from the analysis because the value for that location and that visual field was found to lie outside the 2 SD value expected for the entire sequence. This colour coding is summarised on the bottom line of the figure. This analysis is continued and repeated for all test locations and all examination dates and the final graphical display summarises the results.

Figure 2 illustrates the process by showing a magnified version of the analysis at one field location. Figure 3 shows the same data as a sequential plot of the sensitivity (dB) against time of follow up. The first linear regression is initialised after three fields (Figure 3A) giving a negative slope that is, however, not significant (p=0.22). Note that the corresponding third bar in the PROGRESSOR output (Figure 2) is therefore coloured yellow. By the fifth field (Figure 3C) the negative slope has increased in magnitude and become statistically significant (p<0.10). The rate of loss continues to accelerate consistently and by the final fields in this series the gradient of the negative slope is highly significant (p<0.01) indicated by bright red bars in the PROGRESSOR output. A difference in variability is reflected in the linear regression analysis where significant progression can be seen even though the losses can be quite small. This is an important component of this analysis because in this way noisy values at locations of high variability do not give rise to significant slopes unless the rate of loss is substantial. Steady, reliable loss, even at a low rate, is immediately evident.

Results from the PROGRESSOR statistical analysis can be further summarised with, for example, histograms to compare different
patients or patient groups. The reference slope, non-linear regression, automatic exclusion of extreme thresholds, spacing bars for different intervals are all options within the analysis. Also, results from the PROGRESSOR analysis can be updated and exported to other programs currently under development that allow further analysis. These include powerful image processing functions26-28 that can evaluate spatial characteristics of the field data and also improve the signal to noise ratio of the analysis.

MEASUREMENT OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN PROGRESSOR AND STATPAC-2 ANALYSIS

The STATPAC-2 program7 for the HFA includes a glaucoma change probability analysis, in which a follow up field is compared with a baseline. Two of the first three fields in a series are automatically selected and used to calculate a merged baseline. The change from baseline is statistically compared with an empirical database of visual fields from patients having stable glaucomatous field loss. The analysis takes into consideration the location of the test point within the field, the initial defect depth, and the mean deviation (MD) of the field as a whole. The results appear in a symbol form on a glaucoma change probability map (Figure 1B). Each location is indicated by a small dot (indicating no statistically significant change), a solid black triangle (indicating deterioration to a significance level of p<0.05), or an open triangle (improvement to a significance level of p<0.05). Also a small cross may appear at a location that had an initial threshold sensitivity such that significance level of deterioration is indeterminate.

HFA fields (30-2 program) of 10 eyes from nine subjects with normal tension glaucoma (NTG) were selected as an initial sample for this comparison of methods. NTG was defined as intraocular pressure (IOP) <21 mm Hg confirmed following 24 hours of IOP phasing, and optic disc appearance and initial visual field loss consistent with a diagnosis of glaucoma. None of the patients underwent any medical or surgical treatment during the study period. The eyes were selected in a non-random fashion from a database of 220 NTG patients followed at the glaucoma unit. Each eye had 12 visual fields with similar follow up periods (mean 4.2 (SD 0.5) years) and similar intervals between each field (mean interval 0.4 (SD 0.1) years). Eyes that were selected that appeared to be progressing on inspection of their STATPAC overview printout. As a global summary the first field for each selected eye had a mean Humphrey mean deviation (MD) of -6.7 dB (range -4.4 to -11.7 dB) and mean corrected pattern standard deviation (CPSD) of 7.1 dB (range 3.0 to 13.5 dB). STATPAC provides linear regression of each subject’s MD against time of follow up. In all selected eyes the rate of MD deterioration was significant at least to the p<0.05 level when compared with Humphrey’s normal database.

Each field series was processed by STATPAC-2 glaucoma change probability analysis. The printout for each eye was examined and symbols at each location from the final (12th) field were coded and entered manually into the computer for analysis. The peripheral locations of the 30-2 grid (points at 27 degrees eccentricity) and the two locations above and below the blind spot were excluded because of the high threshold variability at these sites. The locations from the STATPAC-2 printout at the final (12th) field were categorised as progressing or stable with the latter category including locations with higher sensitivity than baseline (open triangles). The progressing criterion for the pointwise linear regression analysis (PROGRESSOR) was defined as a negative slope or rate of loss faster than 1 dB/year (2 dB/year for outer locations beyond 15 degrees eccentricity) accompanied by a slope
significant at the p<0.10 level at the final (12th) field. This criterion for change had previously been determined by assessing the sensitivity and specificity of the pointwise linear regression technique to predict locations later identified by STATPAC-2 as unequivocally deteriorated. Any locations that did not fulfil this progressing criterion were categorised stable by PROGRESSOR. Hence, all locations from the final (12th) field of each series were tabulated in categories of progressing or stable for both the STATPAC-2 and PROGRESSOR analysis. Level of agreement between the two methods was evaluated using a kappa coefficient which gives an indication of agreement beyond chance.

Results

EXAMPLES OF PROGRESSOR ANALYSIS
The results of the new pointwise linear regression analysis (PROGRESSOR) are illustrated using two example fields. Figure 1A depicts the analysis of a left eye from patient with NTG. In the inferior field which initially had normal thresholds there is no change and after nearly 36 months (nine fields) thresholds remain normal. At the blind spot the expected threshold elevation is generally present. Extending from the blind spot to the region of the nasal step a dense scotoma can be seen. In this region at three locations threshold elevations of about 10 dB were initially measured which, within a few years, became dense scotomas with elevations of more than 30 dB. These all showed significant losses at p<0.05 before they became absolute scotomas. Interestingly, there are numerous areas extending around this arcuate region which began with normal threshold values but which have gone on to show progression at p<0.05 and p<0.01. The three locations which extend along the arcuate region from the scotomas began with normal threshold values but after about 2 years began to show evidence of progression (yellow) which became highly significant (red) and was consistently maintained at about 10 dB for several fields. Elsewhere throughout the superior field there is further evidence of significant progression (red). For comparison, Figure 1B shows results of the same sequential fields from the same eye as analysed by Humphrey STATPAC-2 glaucoma change analysis. This analysis also shows for this example an initial superior arcuate field defect which demonstrates progressive deepening and enlargement with time.

Figure 4B shows output from Humphrey STATPAC-2 analysis of a sequence of nine fields (approximately 36 months’ follow up) from a left eye of a subject with open angle glaucoma. The results indicate that the early fields show an initial inferior hemifield defect which appears stable in depth and extent over time. The consistent presence of a black (filled) triangular symbol close to fixation in the inferior hemifield (at stimulus coordinates 3, -3) in the last four fields within the sequence does indicate, however, localised progression at this site. For comparison, results of pointwise PROGRESSOR regression analysis of the same fields are shown in Figure 4A. This display also clearly shows the initial absolute field defect involving most of the locations in the inferior hemifield indicated by unchanging grey bars of maximum length.
MEASUREMENT OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN PROGRESSOR AND STATPAC-2 ANALYSIS

Each of the 10 eyes from the sample of NTG patients had a series of 12 fields. From the final (12th) field of each series a total of 540 retinal locations (excluding peripheral and blind spot locations) were analysed. A further 49 locations were excluded because they could not be classified by STATPAC-2 (indeterminate level of loss with respect to baseline and database comparison).

Classification of the remaining locations as progressing or stable by the glaucoma change probability analysis (STATPAC-2) and the pointwise linear regression analysis (PROGRESSOR) is shown in Table 1. The kappa coefficient of agreement was 0.62 (SE 0.04). This value indicates a reasonably good level of agreement between the two techniques for this length of follow up.31

Discussion

Advances in automated perimetry have provided the clinician with vast amounts of quantitative visual field data from which clear interpretation and diagnosis must be formed. This is a formidable task which is further compounded by the difficulty in detecting whether differences between serial visual fields are real or merely fluctuation as a result of patient response variability or other factors.

Summary measures or global estimates of sensitivity change are insensitive in detecting subtle and localised glaucomatous field loss against the background of the noisy perimetric process. Evaluation of sensitivity at individual locations to identify change more precisely has therefore been adopted by recent methods of analysis such as STATPAC-2 glaucoma change probability analysis for Humphrey data.7

It generates probability estimates of individual locations changing in sensitivity when compared with baseline and normal reference data and has been shown to demonstrate differences between static and deteriorating field locations.32 Another study indicated good agreement between this technique and clinical impressions of visual field change.33

Results from an initial sample of series of glaucomatous fields indicate reasonably good agreement between the STATPAC-2 technique and the new pointwise linear regression method to separate progressing from stable locations. The differences in classification between the methods can be explained by various factors. For example, the STATPAC-2 procedure

| Table 1: Number of locations from final (12th) field of all series found progressing or stable by glaucoma change probability analysis (STATPAC-2) and pointwise linear regression technique (PROGRESSOR). Excludes 49 locations classified as indeterminate by STATPAC-2 analysis |
|-----------------|-----------------|--------|---|
|                 | STATPAC-2 criteria | PROGRESSOR criteria |
|                 | Progressing | Stable | Totals |
| Progressing     | 106        | 41     | 147    |
| Stable          | 39         | 305    | 344    |
| Totals          | 145        | 346    | 591    |

The colour coding does also highlight the location close to fixation in the inferior hemifield which demonstrates marked, highly significant (p<0.01, bright red) deterioration in sensitivity.
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represents an event type analysis which may be particularly sensitive to sudden, marked loss in sensitivity relative to baseline. Conversely, the regression technique is a trend type analysis which should detect more subtle gradually developing loss. The two methods are perhaps correctly identifying different progressing locations in the same field which show a decay pattern to which the respective analysis method is more sensitive. Also the STATPAC-2 analysis requires different levels of deterioration for different locations within the field. For example, a greater level of loss is required to give a statistically significant change in areas of higher threshold variability. The pointwise linear regression technique is not weighted in this fashion but rather identifies significant values of field loss in relation to long term fluctuation. Additionally, this pointwise linear regression technique of determining the rate of loss at individual locations against time of follow up uses all the data from a complete series with less dependence on baseline and normal reference data. In fact, extracting and quantifying this pointwise rate of field loss alone may provide clinically useful information.

It should be noted that the sensitivity values of field locations are, however, not independent in time or space. Furthermore, using multiple linear regression analyses at each and every field location inflates the estimation error used for determining the significance of a slope and subsequently affects the interpretation of the associated p value. These are violations of the statistical assumptions that underpin this type of pointwise linear regression analysis. However, the p values are simply used as arbitrary cut off values to decide if the rate of sensitivity loss at an individual location is significant. These cut off values can be altered and set within the analysis software to accommodate clinically based decision criteria. Different values may, for example, be used in different areas of the field because variability of sensitivity values is partly a function of location and eccentricity. Indeed, by adjusting these arbitrary cut off values we can maximise the sensitivity and specificity of the technique to detect future field progression.

The PROGRESSOR software employs a method of pointwise linear regression and provides a graphical display of results using colour coding to clearly indicate significant field progression. This may prove easier to interpret than inspection of long ‘print outs’ of field series. Furthermore, this method allows the clinician to examine the spatial configuration of field loss and damage. Such analysis of spatial patterns of loss is intrinsic to the detection of true glaucomatous progression. The sensitivity values of neighbouring field locations have been shown to be spatially dependent and the sensitivity of detecting glaucomatous loss has been improved by incorporating spatial information into certain forms of visual field analysis. Some, newer methods of analysis are wholly dependent on spatial properties of the visual field.

In addition to the novel spatial presentation of field loss central to the PROGRESSOR statistical analysis, the software has been developed to allow exportation of data to other programs that integrate spatial factors into the process of detecting field progression. These methods take advantage of the recognised spatial correlation of the data and, by utilising image processing techniques, effectively characterise spatial properties of field data. They have also been shown to quantify and reduce the variability inherent in these data thus potentially improving the signal to noise ratio of visual field analysis. Moreover, these image processing techniques have been shown to improve the pointwise linear regression algorithm for pointwise detecting glaucomatous field loss.

In summary, the PROGRESSOR software package implements a new method of analysis, based on pointwise linear regression, that transforms the field data into a colour coded visual form which combines spatial relations with temporal change. The agreement between the pointwise linear regression method implemented by PROGRESSOR and the glaucoma change probability analysis from STATPAC-2 to separate progressing from stable retinal locations appears to be good using series of fields from a sample of normal tension glaucoma patients. The PROGRESSOR analysis, using one colour coded figure, may prove easier to interpret than the long print out of small triangular symbols provided by STATPAC-2. We are currently investigating this potential advantage by evaluating clinicians’ interpretation and agreement using PROGRESSOR analysis. Further developments to add to the suite of programs already provided are under way. These allow spatial relations to be characterised in a quantitative way and are used to reduce noise and improve the detection of true change. The software has already been extensively used and tested on hospital databases consisting of many thousands of patient visual fields. By allowing visual field results to be presented in a form which is visually and intuitively easy to interpret the methods presented here may provide an efficient device for detecting true progression in glaucomatous field loss.
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